
A NEW REALITY
THE 1.5 METER DISTANCE



In March 2020, a new world emerged. That means we have to adjust our way of 

living and working. We have to think about new rules to guarantee your and our

safety. In this protocol, we describe ‘the new normal’ at Impact Hub Bucharest.

Let’s do this together!
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Let’s do this
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together.



How this plan 
works

This plan is built on the public authorities’
advice: Keep physical distance, Hygiene first, 

Safety rules, and Behavioural adjustments.

Here we will explain our specific approach. In 

implementing these measures, Impact Hub 

Bucharest works closely together with our 

cleaning staff and our landlords.

We keep updating our safety rules according to 

the public authorities’ recommendations.  



Keep physical
distance. 

While working, always keep a 
1.5 meter distance from each 
other’s desks (please keep the 
new space layout in place).

Try not to switch your desk 
during the day and stick with 
the one you choose in the 
morning. 

01.

02.
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03.
Never exceed the maximum 
number of people 
recommended for meeting 
rooms, as well as other 
common areas, as displayed 
on the entrance to the room.



Hygiene first. 

All our spaces are provided 
with disinfectants. We clean 
the spaces daily and weekly 
disinfect using nebuliser kits. 
Extra disinfectants are 
available, so you can also
clean your workspace 
whenever needed.

Frequently used touchpoints 
will be cleaned multiple 
times a day by our cleaning 
staff.

01.

02.
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03.
We advise you to bring your 
own water bottle to the hub. 
Regular dishes will only be 
handled in the dishwasher. 



Safety rules. 

The entrance to the 
hub/building will be subject to 
mandatory temperature 
screening.

In case you show symptoms, 
such as coughing, sneezing 
or fever, we kindly ask you to 
stay at home in isolation 
and/or consult your doctor.

01.

02.
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03.
Please take responsibility for 
yourself and the space. 
Wear a mask while indoor 
(we will continue adapting 
this rule as new regulation 
will be recommended).



Behavioural 
adjustments. 

Use the Impact Hub reception 
entrance when you arrive in 
the space for check-in.01.

02.
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03.
Being responsible for 
yourself also means that 
you’re taking care of the 
entire community as well. ☺

Keeping the community spirit 
alive means keeping it safe. 
Socializing will continue, 
however some physical 
distancing is not always bad. 
We recommend about 1.5m :)



The New Normal Workday
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You have a new friend called physical distance 
- all desks have been moved to a minimum 1.5m 
distance between individuals, including lunch 
areas / cafeterias.

01.

02.

03.
When you arrive at the hub, make sure to stop 
by the reception for temperature screening 
and check-in.

The day always starts with coffee. ☺ Don’t worry 
the espresso machines are as good as always. 
All high-touch areas, such as the espresso 
machine, are equipped with disinfectant wipes.

04.

05.

When you choose your desk for the day, 
remember that you can find cleaning kits at 
the reception that can help you clean your 
desk whenever needed.

Is it lunchtime already? The community 
kitchen has been equipped with extra single 
use cutlery, plates and glasses.

Feeling alone? You can always have a chat 
with a friend. But don’t get too close to each 
other. ☺

06.

07.

08.
Take a break ☺ The landlords of our buildings 
are also making adjustments to the cleaning 
routines and ventilation systems.

Now take a deep breath! We increased the 
number of green plants inside each location 
to ensure freshness of air.

09.

10.

Before you are out of your pyjamas, the space 
has already been thoroughly cleaned over 
night. An additional shift will maintain the 
space throughout the day.

Safely return home at the end of the day. 
To get from home to Impact Hub and back, 
choose your mode of transport wisely.



THANK 
YOU!

mailto:contact@impacthub.ro

